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Animal behaviour has been studied using two

approaches, (1) well-controlled experiments focusing

on specific responses and (2) those with natural – fuzzy

– but biologically relevant conditions. Ideally, one beha-

vioural test should be able to address both. The home

cage provided with various stimuli is proposed as an all-

in-one possibility. This, however, results in an exponen-

tial increase in complexity regarding observation and

analysis tools. It seems difficult to accept that beha-

vioural expressions need a mathematical approach to

unravel its organisation and meaning. Developments in

artificial intelligence and data mining are essential to

accelerate this necessary evolution in behavioural

sciences.
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Introduction

It is commonly accepted and has been described before;

behaviour is the ultimate and most complex output of the

brain. The complexity and flexibility of behaviour idiosyn-

cratic to the adaptive capacity of an organism is realized by

environmental influences on gene expression as well as the

genetic predisposition for such influences. Genes are

embedded in hierarchically organized neuronal networks,

which underlie to a great extent brain plasticity. Pertinent

examples of animal models used in behavioural genetics

showing the consequences of long-term environmental influ-

ences have been reviewed elegantly by McClearn [1]. He
provides examples of studies in the 50s and 60s, which

repeatedly reported that behavioural performance of rats

and mice in tests designed to determine gene or drug effects,

strongly depend on gender, age and a large variety of char-

acteristics of the test and housing conditions. For instance, it

was shown that in rats selected for performance in a cogni-

tion test, so called ‘Bright’ and ‘Dull’ animals, their perfor-

mance was affected by environmental enrichment, age and

gender [2].

Recently, the complexity and pitfalls in behavioural neu-

roscience received attention again [3–6], not in the least due

to the need of reliable and high-throughput behavioural

in behaviour. Würbel [3] argues that the answer as often

sought in standardization and exhaustive listing of all pos-

sible factors involved, is inefficient and in fact misleading. He

pleads for a naturalistic, thus enriched, test environment

reducing between-laboratory variance allowing biologically

relevant testing of mutant mice [7]. One other complicating

factor is individual variation in genetically identical animals.

The role of complex social structures and dominance status

are the result of early genetic and environmental influences

that programme behaviour of later life. Such variability

should not be eliminated by standardization but be subject

of study itself [8].

Thus, the long recognized problem of reliability and func-

tional relevance of behavioural tests is not simply a matter of
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better testing or more standardization alone: It requires a

thorough analysis of the approaches underlying the beha-

vioural tests.

Two types of approaches for two types of questions

When drugs or gene manipulations are tested on their effi-

cacy in modifying animal or human behaviour, two types of

questions have to be distinguished. (1) To what extent is the

intervention causing a functional or biologically relevant

effect? For this question tests have been developed to address

these specific functional aspects. If we take the example of

anxiety, a common characteristic of these functional tests is

the similarity of the animals’ reaction with the natural defen-

sive or safety seeking response. For instance, rodents are

exposed to an alarm call emitted by a bird alerted by a

predator [9] or tested in the Mouse Defense Test Battery [10].

(2) To what extenthas a gene or drug manipulation a specific

effect on a one-dimensional parameter? For this type of ques-

tion, tests have been developed that either applied simplified

forms of functional tests or make use of responses that not

necessarily have a functional meaning. For example, the ‘small

open field’ [11] is legitimately used for assessing dopaminergic

activity as measured by horizontal and vertical locomotor

activity but does not allow a functional interpretation.

Now these two types of approaches, both valid, but aimed

at different type of research questions, required almost totally

different testing rationales. The above-mentioned different

approaches with their respective underlying rationales have

been reviewed by Tecott and Nestler [12]. Behavioural phar-

macology adopted the functional test, but used and reduced

them more and more for their specific questions ignoring the

context and history of the animals in favour of efficiency. In

case of anxiety, light-dark gradients or open spaces, such as

the open field test, elevated plus maze or light-dark box

(reviewed by Crawley [13]) are widely adopted. When these

tests coincide with a short observation time and a limited

number of responses, dissection of multiple factors under-

lying anxiety is hardly possible. The emphasis, methodolo-

gically, moved towards the conditions within the test and

assumed standardization of conditions outside the test arena

or at least underestimated the influence of external condi-

tions.

The pharmacological validation of the test – once an

accepted drug confirmed the biological expectation –

replaced functional testing. The efficacy of a reference drug

allowed the divergence of standard tests; as long as benzo-

diazepines are effective it seems justified to label the response

as an anxious response assuming that the efficacy of benzo-

diazepines is the golden standard for anxiety. Eventually, we

face reports on nocturnal animals being tested for a short

time period in bright light situations in stimulus-poor tests in

separate experimental rooms with little attention for their

living conditions outside and preceding this test period.
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Methodological limitations

Because the relative difference between the experimentally

treated animals and their control groups are supposed to be

decisive, differences between the tests set-ups and the con-

ditions outside the tests diverged. In fact, so-called standard

open fields, elevated plus mazes, light-dark boxes and burying

tasks are nowhere the same. The conditions of animals related

to ontogeny and procedures around testing are hardly dis-

cussed. If again anxiety is considered, discrepancies in for

instance inbred strain rankings are easy to find. Results vary

from BALB/c being more anxious than C57BL/6 [14,15] no

differences [16] or C57BL/6 displaying more anxiety-related

behaviour than BALB/c [17,18]. In addition, sensitivity to

diazepam as an anxiolytic compound differs between labora-

tories and tests [15,19]. Different tests appear to measure

different aspects of anxiety, pleading for the integration of

tests to catch a comprehensive and reliable anxiety profile of

an animal.

In addition to this there is the scoring of behaviour by a

human observer; contents and use of an ethogram is also

far form standardized. In fact even within the same labora-

tory using the same ethogram 80% reliability between obser-

vers is often satisfactory. Large-scale comparisons across

laboratories show poor reproducibility, in particular for

tests of locomotor and exploratory activity [20,21]. In

absence of the pharmacological validation of a reference

drug the test itself appeared to be a poor instrument. For

instance CA1-specific NMDA receptor-knockout mice

having a learning deficit in a novel-object recognition

task did not show any deficit when housed in an enriched

environment [22].

In principle, the caveats reappearing in behavioural genet-

ics are not different from those previously met in drug screen-

ing and have led to the discipline ethopharmacology.

Ethopharmacology tries to combine ethological rationales

in behavioural pharmacology. It introduced the use of rather

complex test situations such as resident-intruder models for

studying agonistic behaviour [23,24] as a model for depres-

sion and chronic stress and a much more elaborate analysis of

existing tests such as elevated plus maze [25]. Increased

complexity in the test situation also meets another indis-

pensable condition: the activation of more behavioural moti-

vational systems interacting with each other. However,

intensive labour necessary for conducting complicated tests

and the time required to train human observers prevented a

general use of the implementation of ethological methods.

Now, automation as a means to enhance efficiency is an

ongoing and well-known instrument. But the mere automa-

tion alone of already existing tests is not the optimal answer

to generate efficient tests providing qualitative and quanti-

tative information on behaviour. The question is: how can

implicit or explicit strategies underlying the observation and

analysis of animal behaviour be best automated avoiding that
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conceptual limitations of commonly used tests are automa-

tically incorporated as well?

A complex home cage as test environment

The ultimate test of course requires having it all in one, both

qualitative and quantitative aspects of spontaneous and

acquired behaviours. The nature of the ‘ideal’ test and its

technical features can be deduced from the functional

requirements listed in Table 1.

An important source of confounding variables and waste of

potential information is formed by neglecting basal beha-

viour in the standard housing cage and transporting the

animals with its accompanying stress to a novel test cage

and back. In addition, it has been reported that the specificity

of responses to drugs such as apomorphine [26], cocaine [27]

and serotonin [28] depends on familiarity with the test

environment. This emphasizes the need for evaluation of

responses to drugs or stimuli under both challenging and

baseline conditions. Removal of the artificial distinction

between housing and testing situations is the logic answer.

This has led to testing in the permanent housing situations.

These home cages must provide the necessary stimuli for

specific testing which are usually overlapping with the neces-

sary stimuli for the display of essential species-specific beha-

viours [29]. Together they could be characterized as

enrichment although this term is usually not very well

defined.

Complexity of the test environment has an additional

function apart from providing the relevant stimuli for testing.

If all kind of environmental laboratory conditions are hard to

standardize, their influence can be reduced to background

noise by enhancing sensory input of relevant stimuli pre-

sented to the animals in their cage [7]. It is like providing

background radio in animal facilities to diminish the influ-

ence of human conversation as is often practised. Thus, an

enriched standardized home cage might diminish some influ-

ences of the environment to background noise.

Inevitable automation of behavioural observations and

analysis

It has always been recognized, especially in genomics, that the

disadvantage of intensive labour and data analysis problems
Table 1. Requirements of the ‘ideal behavioural test’

� measure both novelty-induced and baseline behaviors

� address multiple interacting motivational systems

� detect circadian rhythmicity of activity

� minimal human interference

� analyze behaviour as patterns

� recognize visual and acoustical displays

� implements programmable presence of specific stimuli

� contains a minimum of stimuli allowing species specific behaviours

� integrates behavioural observations with physiological measurements
should be addressed by automation. In fact, biology in general

is undergoing a revolution because of the increasing volume of

data especially in fields, like ecology and behaviour, which

require a more holistic approach rather than reductionistic.

Automation of behavioural tests started with the use of

electro-mechanical devices for experimental control when

specific action-reaction or stimulus-response relations had to

be quantified. This is particularly useful in a Skinner-box type

of setting. Infra red beams were used in all kind of test arenas

to monitor activity. These technical developments led to the

emergence of batteries of highly automated ‘standard’ tests,

such as PsychoScreenTM (http://www.psychogenics.com/)

and SHIRPA [30]. Such technical modifications all fit in the

rationale of answering straightforward questions while focus-

ing on a limited set of stimuli and responses.

In the area of functional studies with a more ethological

rationale, automation of complex test environments is well

underway. The automated analysis of computer-captured

video images in behaviour is known since decades [31]. In fact

what we now see is a merge of Skinner box-like technology and

video imaging implemented in an enriched home cage. There

are several developments in this area (Table 2). The technol-

ogies summarized vary in recording methods from video

images to body temperature sensors and range from rather

basic with regard to the number of motivational systems that

are addressed (HomeCageScan, LABORAS, MLog, LabMaster

and Home Cage Video Tracking System) to more complex

(SmartCube, IntelliCage and PhenoTyper; Fig. 1).

The IntelliCage by NewBehavior is designed to mimic some

aspects of a natural situation in which group-housed mice can

be monitored for a longer time. It allows the automated

measurement of complex learning behaviour in the home

cage. The willingness to learn, learning ability, individual

competition for food and so forth can all be studied. It is a

sophisticated design of which the analysis of the data – to take

full advantage of its possibilities – undoubtedly requires

equally sophisticated approaches. The complicated, vulner-

able and expensive hardware and the transponder-based

identification method preventing the distinction of body

posture and orientation are disadvantages. PhenoTyper from

Noldus Information Technology leans on video tracking for

detailed information on position and infrared illumination

to allow 24 h recordings independent of changing ambient

light conditions. The system is equipped with stimuli such as

an aversive light spot to elicit a diverse range of behaviours.

Disadvantage is the solitary housing requirement. Further-

more, although, the video-based recording method is suitable

for automated recognition of body postures to detect beha-

viours like grooming and rearing, this is not yet available. The

Smart Vivarium, although still under development in a joint

project by the University of California, San Diego and the UC

Irvine, is focussing on this gap in behaviour recognition

algorithms. Another important advantage of this system,
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 233
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Table 2. Home cage testing systems – summary

System Available?a Company/institute Pros Cons Referencesb

SmartCube NO Psychogenics

www.psychogenics.com

Video-based system detects broad

spectrum of motivational systems and

behaviour, built-in pharmacological database

Not available, no validation/test reports NAc

IntelliCage YES NewBehavior

www.newbehavior.com/products/ic

Transponder-based identification of

group housed mice, sophisticated devices

for spatial and temporal learning

No video-processing possible,

no behaviour recognition

[32]

PhenoTyper YES Noldus Information Technology

www.noldus.com

Video-based tracking of movement patterns,

built-in stimuli to detect avoidance behaviour,

operant conditioning

Solitary housing, limited behaviour

recognition

[33,34]

Smart Vivarium NO University of California, San Diego & UC Irvine Focus on intelligent algorithms for behaviour

recognition, existing lab cages can be used,

social housing

Limited motivational systems addressed,

not available, no validation/test reports

[35]

HomeCageScan YES Clever Sys Inc.

www.cleversysinc.com/CSIHome.html

Video-based system, extensive behaviour

recognition, existing lab cages can be used

Solitary housing, limited motivational

systems addressed

NA

LABORAS YES Metris

www.metris.nl/laboras

Monitoring based on vibration and force

signal analysis, existing lab cages can be used,

behaviour recognition

Solitary housing, setup highly sensitive to

physical environment, limited motivational

systems addressed

[36,37]

Home Cage Video

Tracking System

YES Med Associates

www.med-associates.com/new_prod/video.htm

Video-based tracking of movement patterns,

cages in sound attenuating cubicle

Solitary housing, no behaviour recognitions,

limited motivational systems addressed

NA

MLog YES Biobserve

www.biobserve.com

Recording of activity by passive infrared

detectors, real time data analysis and remote

control, existing cages can be used

Solitary housing, no behaviour recognition,

very limited variety of measurements possible

(only activity vs. no activity)

NA

LabMaster YES TSE

www.tse-systems.com/labmaster/labmaster.htm

Photo-beam system for monitoring both

home cage activity and metabolic performance

Solitary housing, no behaviour recognition,

limited motivational systems addressed

NA

a Whether system is commercially available for customers.
b Publication in peer-reviewed journal.
c Not available.
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Figure 1. Examples of automated home cage observation systems: (a) IntelliCage, (b) PhenoTyper and (c) LABORAS.
which also holds for, for example, the LABORAS system by

Metris, is that existing lab cages can be used.

Monitoring continuous visual and acoustic displays as an

ongoing stream of events requires continuous processing of

digitized video images and sound. Detailed recordings of

position alone yield already an enormous set of data. The

characteristics of movement patterns concern numerous

parameters, shape, angularity, stops, walking bouts, velocity

and distance moved calculated for each zone and time unit.

Recordings of a few days with an analysis per hour yield an

excessive number of parameters. Especially when events are

programmed and the animal’s reactions have to be analysed

in relation to such an event.

If variability in human observation of behaviour has been

a disadvantage, especially in more complicated tasks, then

this is improved by replacement of the human eye, translat-

ing the implicitly learned observing techniques into expli-

citly formulated algorithms that can be employed by an

intelligent device. IntelliCage and PhenoTyper are both

good examples of such a new development. Both have also

the indispensable possibility to integrate behavioural para-

meters with physiological parameters as measured by tele-

metric transmitters or transponders: heart rate, blood

pressure and temperature. Now what the use of a computer’s

eye and other integrated sensors demonstrate, are the lim-

itations of the human senses to quantify data and its brain to

process such vast complicated sets of data. It seems trivial but

the limiting factor is not the collection of integrated data and

continuous streams of displays and sounds but the tools to

process them.

Standardization problem reappearing

Lack of inter-observer reliability has always been a major

concern when comparing data across laboratories. Now with

the rise of novel techniques for the automated analysis of
behaviour this problem is reappearing on a different level;

how to compare data obtained by different analysing tech-

niques, for example vibration versus image processing? Each

manufacturer of automated systems is now using its own

validation criteria and material as input for the algorithms

that should be able to recognize individual behaviours such

as grooming and rearing. However, as researchers will increas-

ingly use automated systems for their behavioural assays, a

new challenge emerges. Ideally, we should have an interna-

tionally accepted ethogram of rodent behaviour containing

definitions and accompanying video material. An expert

committee of researchers working in behavioural science

should be appointed to evaluate the video material and define

the individual behaviours. This database then, will be the

basis for validation of algorithms developed by manufac-

turers of automated analysis systems.

Thus, well-defined ethograms as input for automation: the

human observer is inconsequent and definitions of behaviour

in ethogram are interpreted in various ways. A computer

algorithm, however, once programmed and trained is con-

sistent and unbiased. This emphasizes the importance of

putting effort and time in providing the algorithms with

the right input to validate them. The scientific community

is responsible for the establishment of this ‘golden standard’

of rodent behaviours and it should be demanded from man-

ufactures to use it for the development of their automated

systems.

Conclusion

The first steps in automation might, thus, have overcome the

time-consuming efforts of human observers and the devel-

opment of testing in home cage situations has the potential

to overcome confounding factors such as environmental

variation and human interference. But until now, the issue

of obtaining and analysing the appropriate data for behaviour
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com 235
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Outstanding issues

� Integration of measurements of behavioural, acoustical and

physiological variables.

� Data-mining tools to handle large and complex sets of data.

� Sophisticated behavioural recognition software.

� International agreement on definitions of individual rodent

behaviours.

� Solid validation of complex home cage based experimental set ups.
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recognition and pattern analysis is still not properly

addressed.

Behaviour, like language, has a grammar and words; it

consists of a series of sequential functionally related events

and requires analysis of patterns [38] next to frequencies and

durations. It is contra intuitive that an advanced analysis of

behaviouraldatahasnot fully takenadvantageof sophisticated

analysis techniques (sequential- or cluster analysis) data

mining algorithms, andso forth. This pointhasbeen addressed

by Gerlai [4] who calls ‘bioinformatics to the rescue’; monitor-

ing brain function, be it at the level of behaviour or electro-

physiology, requires a mathematical approach.

What is lacking is a smart interactive interface between the

data and the scientist who wants to explore its data in a

sophisticated way. Another weak point is image recognition:

The computer’s eye and the human visual cortex still process

information differently. Computerized systems have a mag-

nificent performance in movement detection but as yet a

poor performance in behaviour recognition in freely moving

animals. What we need here is artificial intelligence to equip

computers with improved abilities to recognize forms and to

endow them with the ability to be trained according standard

video clips or photographs, which are agreed upon by a

scientific community of experts.

The use of artificial neural networks to be used in connec-

tion with a set of digitized video images has been validated

before showing high reliability [39].

Al technology has been implemented in other areas such as

genomics [40] and it seems too little and rather late in animal

behaviour sciences.

What can be seen over time and probably is a sensible

development is the use of more and more software based tools

and less hardware, which is impractical to use in an animal

facility and difficult to adapt for other purposes. Sensors

necessary to allow computers to monitor behaviour originate

often from other areas of expertise, for example in surveillance.

One of the main factors preventing this evolution is not the

availability of technology but a psychological one. Behaviour

might be recognized as the most complicated product of the

brain, at the same time it is something everybody can observe

and describe. But the scientific analysis of animal behaviour

should be more precise and unbiased by prejudices to eluci-

date causal mechanisms. We cannot see genes and molecules;

thus, it appears self evident that you need instruments and

sophisticated data mining and analysis tools to study them.

For behaviour we have to accept that even if we intuitively

have ideas about it, we also need ethologically driven mathe-

matics and computer science to reliably study, understand

and interpret it. Its complexity is highly underestimated

which is demonstrated by differences in investments in for

instance genomics and phenomics. The paucity of appropri-

ate animal models and the complexity of behavioural phe-

notyping have become the most limiting factors in
236 www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
understanding the adaptive significance of mechanisms

underlying behaviour.
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